
MORNING DEW
OVERVIEW
You can play Momiji using the morning dew 
leaf cards to play up to 5 players or to collect 
leaves in a slightly different way. Blue leaf 
cards can be collected in their own pile in your 
personal area or they can be played as jokers. 

CONTENTS
• 14 new leaf cards, including these values: 

*0* , *0* , *0 , 0* , *1* , *1 , 1* , *2 , 2* , 2 ,  
3 , 3 , 4 , 4;

• 1 blue leaf token.

SET-UP 
With 2/3/4/5 players you must play 
respectively with 4/5/6/7 leaf types including 
the blue leaf cards. 
Place the blue leaf token in the middle of  
the table.

GAMEPLAY
Play the game as usual with the following 
changes:



1. Blue leaf cards can be collected exactly 
like all the other leaf cards types  
(in their own pile in your personal area).

2. A blue leaf card can be used as a joker: play 
it on the top of a pile of any colour in your 
personal area or play any colour leaf card 
on a blue leaf card, according to the base 
game rules (same number or immediately 
following number). If you use a blue leaf 
card as a joker, take the blue leaf token.

3. At the end of your “play leaf cards” action, 
you cannot have two or more cards of  
the same colour visible on the top of  
your piles (according to the normal rules);

4. You can never play a blue leaf card on  
a closed pile (showing the torii symbol). 
Moreover you can never play a leaf card 
on a blue card showing the torii symbol.

FINAL SCORING
• Players get victory points according to  

the normal rules.
• At the end of the game, the player owning 

the blue leaf token loses 3 victory points.


